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Abstract. The mediation architecture is widely used for bridging het-
erogeneous data sources. We investigate how such architecture can be ex-
tended to embrace information processing services and suggest a frame-
work that supports declarative speci�cation of mediation logic. In this
paper we show how our framework can be applied to enrich interface
descriptions of distributed objects and to integrate them with other
client/server environments.

1 Introduction

More and more information processing services are becoming available online.
Such services accept data, process it, and return results. A variety of services
like summarizers, indexers, report generators, calendar managers, visualizers,
databases, and personalized agents are used in today's client/server systems.
As more such components are deployed for use, the diversity of program-level
interfaces is emerging as an important stumbling block. Interoperation of het-
erogeneous information processing services is hard to achieve even within a given
domain like digital libraries [13].

The mediation architecture [17] has often been used for leveraging solutions
for the interoperability problem. It introduces two key elements, wrappers and
mediators. The wrappers hide a signi�cant portion of the heterogeneity of ser-
vices, whereas the mediators perform a dynamic brokering function in a relatively
homogeneous environment created by the wrappers.

Frequently, mediation is implemented on top of distributed object architec-
tures like CORBA or DCOM. Typically, a wrapper acts as a server object and
provides a standard interface through which mediators can access heterogeneous
components. This solution works well in environments targeted at querying of
data sources. The reason for this is that it is relatively easy to develop a com-
mon querying interface that has to be supported by all wrapped sources. Serious
complications arise, however, when the underlying components support a rich
set of interfaces and protocols. In this case, even if the individual components
are wrapped by distributed objects, their interfaces remain very diverse. Thus,
mediators become more detailed and complex, expensive to create and maintain.
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In this paper we describe a framework tailored for declarative speci�cation of
mediation logic that is required to integrate heterogeneous information process-
ing services. We examine an environment in which services expose rich interface
descriptions and mediators are speci�ed using declarative languages. Such envi-
ronment promises signi�cant advantages over hard-coded mediators [14, 18]. In
fact, developing mediators for disparate systems becomes an engineering task
leveraging established formal methods as opposed to error-prone programming.

Although declarative mediation promises substantial bene�ts, it may intro-
duce penalties in eÆciency and additional complexity. Nevertheless, our initial
experience suggests that the framework o�ers substantial exibility that can be
exploited in di�erent application scenarios. In [10] we describe one such scenario
based on heterogeneous retrieval services. In this paper we investigate how our
approach can be applied to enhancing the distributed object technology and
bridging it with other client/server environments.

The next section introduces a sample scenario that we use throughout the
paper to illustrate the major tasks needed to implement mediator systems based
on declarative speci�cations. Sect. 3 introduces canonical wrappers that provide
mediators with logical abstractions of the components. Sect. 4 gives an overview
of our approach to declarative mediation. In Sect. 5 we elaborate on the tech-
niques that can be used to manipulate the content of the messages exchanged by
heterogeneous components. Sect. 6 sketches our approach to representing the dy-
namic aspect of mediation, i.e. how message sequences originating at one compo-
nent can be translated into message sequences expected by another component.
Interface descriptions of services are examined in Sect. 7. Sect. 8 summarizes
the challenges of building declarative mediators. Sect. 9 describes the execution
environment used for our running example. Related work is discussed in Sect. 10.

2 Running Example

A typical operation needed for a digital library is the document conversion be-
tween di�erent formats like PostScript, PDF, plain text etc. A rudimentary
conversion model can be described by an operation which accepts source and
destination format speci�cations and a sequence of bytes as the content of the
document. The result of the conversion is a byte sequence in the destination
format. In following, we examine two rather obvious implementations of the
conversion, one as a CORBA object and another as a Web form. A CORBA
client intending to use an HTTP-based service faces a number of obstacles that
we sketch below.

For the CORBA implementation of the service it may make sense to pro-
vide a BLOB interface to large binary objects in order to enable the server to
determine the size of the object to be converted in advance and fetch its pieces
incrementally. A likely CORBA speci�cation of the conversion service comprises
two interfaces:

interface Converter {

BLOB convert(in BLOB doc, in int sourceFormatID, in int destFormatID); }



interface BLOB {

long getSize();

sequence<octet> getBytes(in long start, in long end); }

A conventional Web form for an HTTP-based conversion service includes two
�elds, say from and to identifying the source and destination format and a file
�eld which allows the user to upload a �le to be converted from the local disk.

To enable the CORBA-based client to utilize the HTTP-based server, an
intermediate component (mediator) is required. In our example, such mediator
translates requests between two services. The translation could be achieved using
the following algorithm:

1. Receive the request parameters doc, sourceFormatID and destFormatID

via the Converter interface
2. Translate the format identi�ers sourceFormatID and destFormatID into

corresponding format strings from and to for the Web-based service
3. Retrieve the size of the source object using doc.getSize()

4. Retrieve the binary content of the source object via doc.getBytes() to �ll
the file �eld of the HTML form

5. Emit an HTTP POST request after completing the appropriate form �elds
6. Create a BLOB instance for the binary data contained in the HTTP reply.

Our goal is to capture the translation between the CORBA client and the
HTTP service in a declarative fashion. Such declarative speci�cation would de-
scribe how the messages originating from the client are transformed into the
messages understood by the server, and the other way around. For that, the
mediator needs to be able to manipulate the content of the messages and the
order in which they are exchanged.

3 Canonical Wrappers

Mediators need a convenient way to manipulate the content of the messages
passed back and forth between di�erent components. For our purposes, conve-
nient means that the message manipulation operations can be described in a
declarative fashion, ideally without using a programming language like C++ or
Java. To do that, we use logical descriptions of the messages encoded as directed
labeled graphs. Represented as a labeled graph, the message content can be
manipulated using algebraic operations, transformation rules etc.

Logical descriptions of messages exchanged by the components can often be
derived from their informal descriptions in a straightforward way. Consider how
one could formulate a conversion request message as a CORBA invocation:

`This is a conversion request specifying which BLOB object to convert
(obj), and what the source format (sourceFormatID) and the destina-
tion format (destFormatID) of the conversion are.'



This sentence can be represented using the following �ve logical statements
of the kind `subject predicate object':

CR is-a ConvertRequest

CR object-to-convert obj

CR source-format sourceFormatID

CR destination-format destFormatID

obj is-a BLOB

The entity CR designates an instance of a CORBA conversion request. The
logical description of the request can be represented graphically as a directed
labeled graph depicted in Fig. 1. The object reference of obj is IOR:XYZ, and
the source and destination format IDs are 10 and 11 respectively. Ovals represent
any entities that might have relationships with other entities. In the �gure, such
entities are, for example, the concrete BLOB object identi�ed by its object refer-
ence, or the type of the object (BLOB), or the concept ConvertRequest. Arrows
represent relationships among entities. They might be conceptual relationships,
such as the is-a, or `has-property' relationships, such as destination-format.
Literals (string values) are depicted in rectangles. The representation used in
the �gure is similar to an entity-relationship diagram that includes instances of
entity types.
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